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Brittany Bunk
18-May-2022

if there's any channel to watch - it's vegan linked - to find out who's who    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
17-May-2022

new fruitarian and other categories    



Note:

Will be updated over time as I find them and channels are created
Although this is a list of channels that are vegan, many videos will not be vegan-specific. One should always verify, through external research, accuracy of these to
form one's own opinions if not ignore it completely altogether.
Channels with less than 10 videos are less likely to be listed
The credits for the youtube channels that others gave me are in the comments section. If they listed something and it's on the youtuber list, it's from them, not me
- unless I mentioned I added it before they let me know about it.
Legend:

Contain meat commercials - asterisk: *
Foreign languages or notes - parentheses: ()

What's not here:
Vegan channels with most videos not related to veganism in particular
Ex-vegans. This list is for those that are 100% vegan throughout the entire channel

 

Sorry for the inconvenience, but the list is getting too big/long for this post to load in the web browser, so I put it into a file to download. :| However, what's nice now is
that you can see more! If there're issues with opening the excel, feel free to download an excel viewer, upload to onedrive, and/or right click on properties and check
'unblock' and 'apply' to be able to see it.

youtubers.xlsx
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 | 

Brittany Bunk
12-Jun-2021

added more youtubers - enjoy!    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
11-May-2021

over 200 views! So glad and awesome everyone - I added more youtubers to the list, especially raw vegan and health conditions
healing - which kind of makes sense if you think about it. If veganism get more popular, then raw veganism should too. Also if more
people are getting health issues and are finding new avenues to fix them and find veganism helps...    



 | 

Brittany Bunk
06-Apr-2021

wow - almost 200 views and 20 shares! I just wanted to say that I updated the list and added way more in plenty of categories with
more categories as well! I continue to expand this list as more vegan youtubers emerge, but I'm so fortunate that I'm catching up with
the ones already there, yay!    



  1 Like | 

Alison Machin
28-Dec-2020

Wow. The Vevolution will be Youtubed✌ great list.     
The Happy Pear are a jolly duo. Irish Vegan chefs and health gurus. Courses available too.
https://m.youtube.com/user/happypeargreystones      
Could i suggest Libetated Animal Sanctuaries? They do such selfless great work. Websites and Facebook mainly. Which you may have
elsewhere? If not. Here goes .....    
Beneath the Woods UK https://beneaththewoodsanctuary.co.uk      
Eden Farm Sanctuary Ireland https://edenfarmedanimalsanctuary.com      
My Lovely Pig Rescue Ireland https://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=105053117596083&ref=content_filter      
Back into Daylight Sanctuary Ireland https://m.facebook.com/BackIntoDaylightAnimalSanctuary/      
To name a few. Thanks for all the lists. ✌    



  3 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
28-Dec-2020

I didn't see Liberated Animal Sanctuaries anywhere on Youtube, but I got the rest. Pretty cool - nice that it's all localized - I
can't figure that out on my own. I could see Ireland having a lot of sanctuaries - there are a lot of animals per square space for
sure!    



prad
24-Dec-2020

glad to see your list was mentioned in the last ba eletter!    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
24-Dec-2020

me too - I added even more content to reflect it    



prad
29-Nov-2020

fantastic work, brittany! here's one for the list: Ryan Humiston https://www.youtube.com/c/RyanHumiston who is vegan for the
animals and is upfront about it too!    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
02-Dec-2020
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02-Dec-2020

I don't know much and the videos didn't seem to be much about veganism - so I'd have to look more to see about adding it.    

Sophie Benker
23-Nov-2020

Wow what a great list.    
In the activist section, I'm quite partial to:    
Seb Alex: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc5zul6LPDi5Hq0aowUNoxw    
The Cranky Vegan: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTTlQEjQKByIegGc_CP2z1w    



  3 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
17-Apr-2021

aw thanks :) Seb gave his cats non-vegan food - but tries - I let it slide.    



Jamie Woodhouse
23-Nov-2020

Here's ours. Would love to know what you think. We have a new Sentientism podcast too - maybe another list to consider?
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMfzOpbOeXRhZBXYRHkpPEg    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
25-Nov-2020

I personally don't believe that veganism is based on sentientism, as then there's the argument of whether or not all animals
are sentient, like oysters. The thing is, we should express consideration for all life, regardless of sentience, because their life
exists and should be given respect and regard, just like our lives. But that's me. It's still cool and I'll add it in if it's vegan.    



Claire Smith
31-Oct-2020

Calling all Vegans https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcKSgk9fWS-cOLFY4OkDYOA    



  3 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
02-Nov-2020

Neat - I added these and more channels, plus started to organize by category :)    



Claire Smith
31-Oct-2020

Brit, i highlighted your list on this FB post, some other people came up with suggestions
https://www.facebook.com/groups/vegansunited.bevegan/permalink/3499948136751752/    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
02-Nov-2020

It's private and I removed my FB profile. I'm not sure the next step - maybe an excel or I create an FB profile? Thoughts?    



Claire Smith
30-Oct-2020

Captain Paul Watson publishes some amazing stu� on his Youtube page https://www.youtube.com/c/CaptPaulWatson    



  1 Like | 

Claire Smith
28-Sep-2020

Vegan Justice League       
Agriculture Fairness Alliance    
Vegan Batgirl    
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  1 Like |   2 replies

Brittany Bunk
22-Sep-2021

I added the ones you said in. I didn't credit you, but it shows in this comments section what you did. I'll make a note.    



Brittany Bunk
29-Sep-2020

Never heard of those - except vegan batgirl    



Claire Smith

26-Sep-2020

Wow this list is AMZING !! Have you git Tiost Pear? https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCjKrUZHYFkjk-J0VLJHcRmg    



  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
26-Sep-2020

Thanks. This list is really the tip of the iceberg, as it should be separated by travel vlog, bodybuilder, recipes, activism, etc.    



Claire Smith
02-Sep-2020

Selection of top vegan youtubers by Mojo - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Flvnsb3wNYE    



  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
02-Sep-2020

I never expected that they made a video like that and am glad they did.    



Claire Smith
02-Sep-2020

Might be good to link the channels so that people can just click through?    
Sustainably Vegan - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkq2gEWE-i647M71bh7zDxA    
Minimalist Vegan Lifestyle https://www.youtube.com/user/Beautyinblueprints    
Jenny Mustard - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7fPf1yuGaYFmbxe0ZrshWw    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
02-Sep-2020

I was thinking that too - it'll get there.    
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